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 ALWAYS POSITION IN DIRECT SUNLIGHT FOR BEST CHARGING 
 
Dimensions: 
Each Stake Is 5.5cm x5.5cm x24.5cm 
 
Composition: 
Stainless steel and plastic 
LED lights not replaceable 
 
Battery: 
1x 1.2V AAA Ni-Mh 300MAH (for each stake) 
 

 VERSATILE AS YOU CAN CHOOSE BETWEEN HAVING TABLETOP (BY REMOVING THE STAKE) OR INTO THE 
GROUND WITH THE GROUND SPIKES 

 STAINLESS STEEL POLES WITH PLASTIC GROUND SPIKES 

 HAVE RUNNING ALONG YOUR GARDEN PATH OR ON YOUR TABLE WHEN ENTERAINING OUTDOORS THIS 
SUMMER 

 THEY SLOWLY MERGE BETWEEN ONE COLOUR TO ANOTHER  

 CRYSTAL EFFECT GLASS 
 
To easily insert stakes into the ground, it is recommended to wet the ground first. To avoid damaging garden 
stakes when inserting into the ground, select a spot in soft, rock-free soil. Insert the base of the stake first 
then gently insert the rest of the stake into the base. DO NOT push directly against the solar cell or the 
ornament housing containing the actual LED light. 
 
About Your Solar Light 
 
During the day your solar panel will convert the sun’s light and /or UV rays into electrical power that will 
charge the rechargeable battery. When it becomes dark, the solar light will turn on using the power stored in 
the rechargeable battery as it will detect no daylight. The unit’s light output strength and duration depends 
on how many hours and how much sunlight and/or UV rays your panel absorbs throughout the day.  
 
For maximum output place the solar panel in an area where there is direct sunlight for at least 8 hours in a 
given day. Do not install your solar light in a shaded area. The selected location should not be near night time 
light sources such as porch light, street lights or pool lights, as these may cause the solar light to turn off 
prematurely. 
 
Getting started 
Unpack the components carefully. Please check all parts have been removed from the packaging. 

Important 

 Fully charge the battery before first use.  

 For best results, locate your solar lamp in a position where it can get direct sunlight on the solar panel 
and is generally free from cover and shade.  

 Keep your solar lights away from other night time light sources, such as streetlights.  

 Make sure the solar panels are not covered by dust, snow and debris. Clean it with a soft damp cloth or 
paper towel periodically. Avoid the use of abrasive cleaning agents.  
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  Use only rechargeable batteries for your solar light. Replace with a new battery of the same size each 
year for optimum performance.  

 
Operation 
For First Time Use:  
There is an “ON/OFF” switch at the top of the panel case. Push the switch to the “ON” position and position 
the light in a sunny location. 
If the light does not turn on automatically after 6 hour charge please check the following: 
1) Check the battery to ensure it is making contact with the terminals. 
2) Check that the lamp is placed in a sunny location and that the solar panel is facing the sun. 
 
Battery Replacement 
 
If the light stops working after it has been used for a long time (approx. 12 months), the battery may be 
beyond its lifespan. Open the cover to replace the battery with a new rechargeable battery of the same type. 
 
Care Information 
 
Clean any dirt and debris from the solar panel. The panel cannot recharge if the light is obstructed. Use a soft 
cloth to clean the panel. Do not use abrasives or chemicals that might scratch or damage the UV coating.  
In a region where snow and ice are likely and the light assembly is covered with snow for an extended period 
of time the batteries will require a recharge for at least 8 hours.  
To prolong the life of the product, it is recommended to store the product indoors during the winter months. 
Remove the batteries and store in a dry location.  
 
BATTERIES  
• Keep batteries away from children and pets. 
• Do not mix used and new batteries. 
• Remove the batteries if left for long periods. 
• Never dispose of batteries in a fire.  
• Battery disposal, spent or expired batteries must be properly disposed of and 

recycled in compliance with local regulations. For detailed information, contact your local authority. 
• Follow the battery manufacturer’s safety, usage, and disposal instructions. 
 
DISPOSAL 
• Coopers of Stortford use recyclable or recycled packaging where possible. 
• Please dispose of all packaging, paper, cartons, packaging in accordance with your local 

recycling regulations.   
• Plastic material of the product: 
Code & 
Symbol 

Type of Plastic Commonly used for Notes 

 

Polypropylene 

Microwaveable food 
containers, yoghurt pots, butter 

tubs, disposable plates and 
cups 

Commonly recycled and collected from household 
recycling bins (packaging tape itself not recyclable but 

does not interfere with cardboard) 

• At the end of the product’s lifespan please check with your local council authorised household waste 
recycling centre for disposal. 

 

 


